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Whitepaper introduction

• Overview and analysis of case studies where states and 
private companies have made attributions of cyber 
operations

• Focus of the case studies in attribution on methods/ 
modality in which attribution is made and attribution 
under ILC’s ASR
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Overview

• Attribution of cyber operations by states
• Co-ordinated state attribution of cyber operations
• State attribution methods/ modalities
• Private sector attribution
• Conclusions
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Attribution: what makes cyber 
operations different?

• ICJ in Nicaragua dealt with attribution 
of non-state actors to a state

• Scale and number of APT groups

• Frequent attacks, continuous basis 
without physical constraint, often 
against multiple states simultaneously

• Routed through one or many state 
territories instantaneously

• Geographical evidence is easily 
manipulated or hidden, ‘false flag’ 
operations

“APT Groups and Operations” spreadsheet, 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1H9_xaxQHpWaa4O_Son4Gx0YOIzlcBWMsdve
PFX68EKU/edit#gid=1864660085

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1H9_xaxQHpWaa4O_Son4Gx0YOIzlcBWMsdvePFX68EKU/edit
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 Date Activity State attribution Detail and confidence level Private sector support Possible bases for attribution 
(ILC’s Articles on State 
Responsibility)*

2007 Estonian DDoS attacks, 
attributed to Russian state 
organs

Initial attribution by Estonia attributed 
attacks to organs of the Russian state.

Confidence of initial attribution subsequently 
undermined by further Estonian statement, 
and later said to be based on ‘circumstantial 
evidence’ with ‘no direct evidence linking the 
attacks to the Russian state’.

Unnamed officials and experts in media reports 
support the attribution of the attack to Russia 
or Russian state institutions or intelligence 
services.

Article 4

2012 DDoS attacks on US banks, 
attributed to Iranian state 
sponsored hackers

US DoJ indictment attributed attacks to 
‘nation-state sponsored hackers’ working 
for companies that performed work on 
behalf of the Iranian Government.

US indictment details operation of two 
companies responsible and their direct links 
to state, ITSecTeam and Mersad Company. 
Indictment provides great detail on the role of 
companies and individuals in the attacks.

Unnamed US official sources in media reports 
attribute to Iranian hackers with government 
ties, attacks ‘bore signatures’ that allowed US 
investigators to trace attacks back to Iranian 
government.

Article 5, Article 8

2014 Sony Pictures, attributed to 
Lazarus Group (North Korea)

FBI, in collaboration with other US 
government department and agencies, 
attributed attack to North Korean 
government (2014). 2018 US DoJ 
indictment attributed attack to the Lazarus 
group working on behalf of the North 
Korean government.

US DoJ indictment laid out in great detail that 
provides context and support in technical 
evidence that led to the attribution.

There is support from the private sector for 
the FBI attribution, specifically to attribute 
the attacks to the Lazarus group, allegedly 
controlled by Bureau 121, a division of the 
Reconnaissance General Bureau, a North 
Korean intelligence agency.

Article 8

2015 German Parliament, 
attributed to Sofacy group 
(Russia)

Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, 
Germany’s domestic intelligence agency, 
attributed the attack to the Sofacy group, 
also known as APT 28, who they identified 
as being managed by Russian secret 
services.

FireEye: in releasing indicators of compromise, 
US Government confirmed what FireEye had 
‘long upheld’, that ATP28 is sponsored by the 
Russian government.

There is additional support from the private 
sector that supports the Sofacy group being 
sponsored by the Russian state.

Article 8

2015 Ukraine power grid attacks, 
attributed to Russia-based 
actors

The attribution of the attack to Russian 
special services by the Security Service of 
Ukraine was performed quickly.

Ukrainian investigation supported by US 
agencies and has further support from a 
general statement of attribution of the attacks 
to Russia from the US.

FireEye attributed the attacks to ‘Russian-nexus 
actors’.

Article 4

2016 Bangladesh Central Bank, 
attributed to Lazarus group 
(North Korea)

US DoJ indictment attributed to the 
Lazarus group working on behalf of the 
North Korean government.

179-page indictment laid out in great detail 
that provides context and support in technical 
evidence that led to the attribution.

Significant support from private sector reports 
to indicate the Lazarus group were responsible. 
Lazarus group linked by Symantec to North 
Korea, while Kaspersky: ‘direct connection’ 
between North Korea and Lazarus.

Article 8

* DISCLAIMER: This table is based on attribution statements by states and the private sector. Whether the evidence relied on by those states and private sector actors in making those attribution statements is sufficient to 
meet the thresholds of attribution under the corresponding Articles of State Responsibility often cannot be established from open source information.

© Jack Kenny
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Table 2: Coordinated State Attribution of Cyber Operations*
 Date Activity International attribution Detail and confidence level Private sector support Possible bases for 

attribution (ILC’s 
Articles on State 
Responsibility)*

Dec 17 Wannacry ransomware attack 
attributed to the Lazarus Group 
(North Korea)

Attributed: UK, US, Australia (3)
Supported: New Zealand, 
Denmark, Japan (3)

Coordinated joint attribution by states directly attributed attacks 
to the North Korean state. NCSC: ‘highly likely’ ‘North Korean 
actors known as the Lazarus Group’ responsible. US: Lazarus 
group ‘cyber affiliates of the North Korean government’.

Support from private sector attributing 
attacks to Lazarus Group. Symantec: ‘highly 
likely’ Lazarus group were responsible. 
FireEye: ‘at a minimum, WannaCry operators 
share software development resources with 
North Korean espionage operators’.

Article 8

Feb 18 NotPetya destructive cyber-attack 
attributed to Russian military, 
Russian state-sponsored actors

Attributed: UK, US, Australia, 
Canada, Denmark (5)
Supported: New Zealand, 
Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden (8)

Strong support from multiple states attributing attack with 
high confidence to the Russian military, and to Russian state-
sponsored actors.

Private sector intelligence links attack to 
Sandworm, group of hackers within the 
Russian GRU, based on intelligence from 
firms including FireEye and ESET that shared 
crucial forensic connections.

Article 4, Article 8

Mar 18 Universities spear-phishing 
campaign attributed to Mabna 
Institute (Iran)

Attributed: UK (criminal actors 
in Iran), US (IRGC and Iranian 
government) (2)

The NCSC: ‘high confidence’ Mabna Institute ‘almost certainly 
responsible’.
US indictment: Mabna Institute created ‘to assist Iranian 
universities and scientific and research organisations in stealing 
access to non-Iranian scientific resources’.

– Article 8, Article 5

May 18 Router compromises attributed 
to Russian state sponsored actors

Attributed: UK, US, Australia (3) The US and UK governments attributed the malicious cyber 
activity to ‘Russian state-sponsored cyber actors’ with ‘high 
confidence’.

– Article 8

Oct 18 GRU campaign of indiscriminate 
and reckless cyber-attacks, 
attributed to Russian GRU

Attributed: UK, US, Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, 
Netherlands, Germany (7)
Supported: Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Latvia, Japan, Norway, Poland, 
Romania, Slovakia, Sweden, 
Ukraine, EU, NATO (15)

UK NCSC attributes four specific cyber-attacks with ‘high 
confidence’ to GRU who were ‘almost certainly responsible’. 
US indictment charged Russian GRU officers for involvement in 
the attacks. UK and the Netherlands joint statement attributes 
attacks to GRU. New Zealand’s GCSB ‘established clear links 
between the Russian government and a campaign of malicious 
cyber activity’, citing a ‘robust attribution process’ which ‘strongly 
links four international malicious cyber instances since 2015 to 
the Russian government’. Australia attributed the operations to 
‘the Russian military, and their intelligence arm ‘the GRU’.

Mandiant and several other private sector 
firms attribute individual operations, 
including the DNC hack, to the group known 
as APT28, acknowledged in the NCSC 
statement as a group belonging to the GRU.

Article 4, Article 8

Dec 18 APT10 intrusion set attributed 
to APT10 (China)

Attributed: UK, US, Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand (5)
Supported: Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, Germany, Japan, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Romania, Sweden (10)

NCSC: APT10 ‘almost certainly’ responsible. NCSC: ‘highly 
likely’ APR10 has ‘enduring relationship with the Chinese 
Ministry of State Security, and operates to meet Chinese State 
requirements,’ ‘Chinese Ministry of State was responsible’.
US indictment: two Chinese nationals, members of the APT10 
hacking group ‘acting in association with the Tianjin State Security 
Bureau’ in series of malicious cyber operations that ‘gave China’s 
intelligence service access to sensitive business information’.
Australia: attributed attacks to APT10, ‘acting on behalf of the 
Chinese Ministry of State Security’. Canada’s CSE: ‘almost certain 
that that actors likely associated with the People’s Republic of 
China Ministry of State Security’ were responsible. New Zealand’s 
GCSB ‘established links between’ the Chinese Ministry of State 
Security and the campaign of cyber operations.

Further support from private sector reports 
identify APT10 as a Chinese based espionage 
group which appear to be working in 
support of Chinese national security goals, 
and from media reports based on unnamed 
government and private sector sources 
discussing the hacker groups responsible 
as being directly connected to the Chinese 
Ministry of State Security.

Article 8

Oct 19 Turla group exploits Iranian APT 
attributed to Russia-based actors

Attributed: UK, US (2) NCSC and NSA joint statement attributes to actor ‘suspected to 
be Russia-based’.

– Article 8

* DISCLAIMER: This table is based on attribution statements by states and the private sector. Whether the evidence relied on by those states and private sector actors in making those attribution statements is sufficient to 
meet the thresholds of attribution under the corresponding Articles of State Responsibility often cannot be established from open source information.

© Jack Kenny
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State attribution methods/ modalities
• General statements of attribution: political and legal aspects

• Little/sparse technical analysis or support for findings 
(outside of private sector attribution reports)

• Non-specific violations of international law
• Indictments of foreign actors in-absentia

‘These attacks have been conducted in flagrant violation of international law, 
have affected citizens in a large number of countries, including Russia, and have 
cost national economies millions of pounds.’

‘Reckless Campaign of Cyber Attacks by Russian Military Intelligence Service Exposed’ (National Cyber 
Security Centre, 3 October 2018) <https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/reckless-campaign-cyber-attacks-
russian-military-intelligence-service-exposed> accessed 4 June 2019

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/reckless-campaign-cyber-attacks-russian-military-intelligence-service-exposed
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State attribution methods/ 
modalities

‘A Guide to Cyber Attribution’ 
<https://www.dni.gov/files/CTIIC/documents/ODNI
_A_Guide_to_Cyber_Attribution.pdf>

US Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence (2018)

1. Key indicators
2. Confidence levels
3. Classifications of cyber 

attacks
4. Information and context 

of assessments

https://www.dni.gov/files/CTIIC/documents/ODNI_A_Guide_to_Cyber_Attribution.pdf
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‘Droit International Appliqué Aux Opérations Dans 
Le Cyberspace’, Ministère des Armées (2019)

1. Key indicators
2. Confidence levels
3. Classifications of cyber 

attacks
4. Information and context 

of assessments

• France lists non-exhaustive factors to be taken into 
account in attributing cyber-attacks to a responsible 
attacker/ state:
• Determination of the cyber infrastructure from 

which the cyberattack originated/ transited and 
their geographical locations

• Identification of the modes of operation of the 
adversary

• History of activities of the perpetrator
• Scale and severity of the incident
• Compromised area and the effects sought by the 

attacker

State attribution methods/ modalities
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‘A Guide to Cyber Attribution’ 
<https://www.dni.gov/files/CTIIC/documents/ODNI_A_Guide_to_Cyber_Attribution.pdf>

US Office of the 
Director of National 
Intelligence (2018)

1. Key indicators
2. Confidence levels
3. Classifications of cyber 

attacks
4. Information and context 

of assessments

State attribution methods/ modalities

https://www.dni.gov/files/CTIIC/documents/ODNI_A_Guide_to_Cyber_Attribution.pdf
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‘UK Exposes Russian Cyber Attacks’ (GOV.UK, 4 October 2018) <https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-exposes-russian-cyber-attacks

UK exposes Russian Cyber 
Attacks (2018)

1. Key indicators
2. Confidence levels
3. Classifications of cyber 

attacks
4. Information and context 

of assessments

State attribution methods/ modalities

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-exposes-russian-cyber-attacks
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‘New Cyber Attack Categorisation System to 
Improve UK Response to Incidents’ (National 
Cyber Security Centre, 11 April 2018) 
<https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/new-cyber-
attack-categorisation-system-improve-uk-
response-incidents>

• no C1 level incident- death 
or serious injury

• C2- 1,500 incidents-
majority caused by states

1. Key indicators
2. Confidence levels
3. Classifications of cyber 

attacks
4. Information and context 

of assessments

State attribution methods/ modalities

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/new-cyber-attack-categorisation-system-improve-uk-response-incidents
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‘Revue Stratégique de Cyberdéfense’ (2018) 
<http://www.sgdsn.gouv.fr/uploads/2018/03/rev
ue-cyber-resume-in-english.pdf>

1. Key indicators
2. Confidence levels
3. Classifications of cyber 

attacks
4. Information and context 

of assessments

State attribution methods/ modalities

http://www.sgdsn.gouv.fr/uploads/2018/03/revue-cyber-resume-in-english.pdf
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‘Additional Information: Russia’s Malicious Cyber Activity -
NCSC’ https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/additional-
information-russias-malicious-cyber-activity

1. Key indicators
2. Confidence levels
3. Classifications of cyber 

attacks
4. Information and 

context of assessments

• Indictments of foreign nationals in-
absentia

State attribution methods/ 
modalities

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/additional-information-russias-malicious-cyber-activity
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Value of private sector attribution: Stuxnet (2010)

• Technical
W32.Stuxnet Dossier Version 1.4, 
Symantec Security Response (2011)

• Political
CCD COE Stuxnet Facts Report: A 
Technical and Strategic Analysis (2012)

• Indirect support • Media, tech • Different approaches/ perspectives
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https://www.fireeye.com/current-threats/apt-groups.html

Private sector profiling of APT groups
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Table 2: Coordinated State Attribution of Cyber Operations*
 Date Activity International attribution Detail and confidence level Private sector support Possible bases for 

attribution (ILC’s 
Articles on State 
Responsibility)*

Dec 17 Wannacry ransomware attack 
attributed to the Lazarus Group 
(North Korea)

Attributed: UK, US, Australia (3)
Supported: New Zealand, 
Denmark, Japan (3)

Coordinated joint attribution by states directly attributed attacks 
to the North Korean state. NCSC: ‘highly likely’ ‘North Korean 
actors known as the Lazarus Group’ responsible. US: Lazarus 
group ‘cyber affiliates of the North Korean government’.

Support from private sector attributing 
attacks to Lazarus Group. Symantec: ‘highly 
likely’ Lazarus group were responsible. 
FireEye: ‘at a minimum, WannaCry operators 
share software development resources with 
North Korean espionage operators’.

Article 8

Feb 18 NotPetya destructive cyber-attack 
attributed to Russian military, 
Russian state-sponsored actors

Attributed: UK, US, Australia, 
Canada, Denmark (5)
Supported: New Zealand, 
Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden (8)

Strong support from multiple states attributing attack with 
high confidence to the Russian military, and to Russian state-
sponsored actors.

Private sector intelligence links attack to 
Sandworm, group of hackers within the 
Russian GRU, based on intelligence from 
firms including FireEye and ESET that shared 
crucial forensic connections.

Article 4, Article 8

Mar 18 Universities spear-phishing 
campaign attributed to Mabna 
Institute (Iran)

Attributed: UK (criminal actors 
in Iran), US (IRGC and Iranian 
government) (2)

The NCSC: ‘high confidence’ Mabna Institute ‘almost certainly 
responsible’.
US indictment: Mabna Institute created ‘to assist Iranian 
universities and scientific and research organisations in stealing 
access to non-Iranian scientific resources’.

– Article 8, Article 5

May 18 Router compromises attributed 
to Russian state sponsored actors

Attributed: UK, US, Australia (3) The US and UK governments attributed the malicious cyber 
activity to ‘Russian state-sponsored cyber actors’ with ‘high 
confidence’.

– Article 8

Oct 18 GRU campaign of indiscriminate 
and reckless cyber-attacks, 
attributed to Russian GRU

Attributed: UK, US, Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, 
Netherlands, Germany (7)
Supported: Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Latvia, Japan, Norway, Poland, 
Romania, Slovakia, Sweden, 
Ukraine, EU, NATO (15)

UK NCSC attributes four specific cyber-attacks with ‘high 
confidence’ to GRU who were ‘almost certainly responsible’. 
US indictment charged Russian GRU officers for involvement in 
the attacks. UK and the Netherlands joint statement attributes 
attacks to GRU. New Zealand’s GCSB ‘established clear links 
between the Russian government and a campaign of malicious 
cyber activity’, citing a ‘robust attribution process’ which ‘strongly 
links four international malicious cyber instances since 2015 to 
the Russian government’. Australia attributed the operations to 
‘the Russian military, and their intelligence arm ‘the GRU’.

Mandiant and several other private sector 
firms attribute individual operations, 
including the DNC hack, to the group known 
as APT28, acknowledged in the NCSC 
statement as a group belonging to the GRU.

Article 4, Article 8

Dec 18 APT10 intrusion set attributed 
to APT10 (China)

Attributed: UK, US, Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand (5)
Supported: Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, Germany, Japan, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Romania, Sweden (10)

NCSC: APT10 ‘almost certainly’ responsible. NCSC: ‘highly 
likely’ APR10 has ‘enduring relationship with the Chinese 
Ministry of State Security, and operates to meet Chinese State 
requirements,’ ‘Chinese Ministry of State was responsible’.
US indictment: two Chinese nationals, members of the APT10 
hacking group ‘acting in association with the Tianjin State Security 
Bureau’ in series of malicious cyber operations that ‘gave China’s 
intelligence service access to sensitive business information’.
Australia: attributed attacks to APT10, ‘acting on behalf of the 
Chinese Ministry of State Security’. Canada’s CSE: ‘almost certain 
that that actors likely associated with the People’s Republic of 
China Ministry of State Security’ were responsible. New Zealand’s 
GCSB ‘established links between’ the Chinese Ministry of State 
Security and the campaign of cyber operations.

Further support from private sector reports 
identify APT10 as a Chinese based espionage 
group which appear to be working in 
support of Chinese national security goals, 
and from media reports based on unnamed 
government and private sector sources 
discussing the hacker groups responsible 
as being directly connected to the Chinese 
Ministry of State Security.

Article 8

Oct 19 Turla group exploits Iranian APT 
attributed to Russia-based actors

Attributed: UK, US (2) NCSC and NSA joint statement attributes to actor ‘suspected to 
be Russia-based’.

– Article 8

* DISCLAIMER: This table is based on attribution statements by states and the private sector. Whether the evidence relied on by those states and private sector actors in making those attribution statements is sufficient to 
meet the thresholds of attribution under the corresponding Articles of State Responsibility often cannot be established from open source information.

© Jack Kenny
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Observations
• Trend: Western states coordinate attributions of cyber-attacks to 

increase legitimacy and strengthen accountability
• Private sector attribution reports: indirect support for state attributions
• Attribution of attack to APT group vs attribution of APT group to a state

• Lack of open source information?
• Unclear language, statements conflate two steps
• Inconsistent nomenclature of APT groups
• Break down sustained campaigns into specific attributions

• Adopt and find common ground to develop standardised usage
• Key indicators
• Confidence levels in attribution
• Classifications/ categorisations of cyber-attacks
• Information and context for the performance of attributions
• Maintaining APT profiles and attack databases

• Microsoft CyperPeace Institute
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Thank you

jack.kenny@law.ox.ac.uk

http://law.ox.ac.uk

